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Abstract

Tensegrity mechanisms are self-stressed and deployable mechanisms which provide
interesting properties such as high resistance-to-mass ratio and compliance. Despite
a growing interest for these mechanisms in robotics, the actuation selection of such
mechanisms is still poorly discussed. In this paper, the influence of the actuation
type and position, i.e. actuation mode, within the structure is assessed for a widely
considered tensegrity mechanism, the Snelson cross. Actuation strategies of interest
are proposed and performance criteria are defined to achieve fair comparison of the
mechanisms. Performance maps are generated and the most interesting results are
discussed. Finally, building blocks providing elementary motions are identified and
compliant equivalences of conventional joints are proposed for the design of more
complex tensegrity-based devices.

Keywords: Tensegrity mechanisms, Deployable structures, Mechanism evaluation,
Actuation selection, Mechanism design

1. Introduction

Tensegrities are self-stressed mechanical structures composed of bodies in com-
pression, called bars or struts, linked together with a network of tensile elements, e.g.
cables [33], providing a high resistance-to-mass ratio [32]. These last twenty years,
authors focused on designing actuated tensegrities, called Tensegrity Mechanisms
(TM 1), in which elastic elements are used, e.g. springs [2], so they are compli-
ant. In addition to having a high resistance for a lightweight structure, TM provide
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interesting properties for contact management thanks to the self-stress property al-
lowing adaptable stiffness [11, 5]. Their deployability also allows a large workspace
for compact structures [36], making them of high interest for robot design. There-
fore, TM are considered in many robotic devices such as mobile robots [29, 19, 14],
manipulators [4, 1], bio-inspired devices [22], variable stiffness mechanisms [5], robot
graspers [34] or medical devices [7].

Multiple types of actuation have been considered for TM. Modulation of the
length of tensile elements has been proposed using winding of non-elastic cables [4],
non-elastic cables placed in series with springs [14], elastic cables [27] or also by actu-
ating pneumatic muscles [17] or Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) [30]. Linear actuation
of bars was also proposed by using piezo-electric actuators [5], prismatic actuators [1]
and SMA [25]. Other actuation types have also been proposed for the actuation of
cable- or spring-based devices, such as stiffness modulation [39], that can be of in-
terest to TM as well. A large choice of actuation solutions is then available for this
kind of mechanism if we consider freedom in the selection of actuation type, position
and number of actuators. In the following, we define an actuation mode as a set of
one actuation type, a number of actuators and the position of these actuators within
the TM.

In [23], an optimization method was used to determine the number and the
position of the actuators for a given TM. However, a single type of actuator was
considered and the TM architecture was selected before the use of the method. The
selection process of the actuation mode of a TM during the design is thus poorly
discussed. Therefore, we propose to carry out a thorough study of the impact of the
actuation mode on the behavior of a TM.

The Snelson Cross (SC) [33] is a planar tensegrity composed of two bars linked to
each other with four cables forming a cross-shaped structure. It has been interestingly
used to design multiple TM for soft mobile robots [21], bio-mimetic applications [15]
or energy harvesting devices [37] to name a few. Moreover, several actuation modes of
this TM were considered [4, 10, 38, 15, 21]. At the same time, its reduced number of
constructive elements allows to perform a thorough analysis of the actuation modes.
The SC is then considered as the tensegrity of interest for this case study.

TM are self-stressed mechanisms. As a consequence, geometric and kinematic
criteria are not sufficient to assess them. The evaluation of internal forces is in
particular very important. Therefore, we discuss in this paper performance criteria
to evaluate TM behavior and introduce specific ones. They are used to assess the
impact of actuation modes on a SC, which constitutes the first contribution. The
SC was used in the literature to build more complex TM by assembly [27, 15, 3,
18]. Motivated by the design of modular passive structures [8], and as a second
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contribution, results of our study are used to determine building blocks of interest
for TM design.

Section 2 of this paper exposes the focus of the SC study and the considered
actuation modes. In Section 3, the models of the selected actuated SC are derived
and the way to compute a tensegrity configuration is presented. Section 4 describes
the proposed performance criteria used to assess a TM. Results from the study are
displayed and analyzed in Section 5. Section 6 then discusses the proposed building
blocks and their properties. Finally, conclusions are drawn and perspectives are
proposed in Section 7.

2. Actuation modes of SC

2.1. Description of the reference SC
In the following, TM are built by introducing actuators in a so-called refer-

ence SC. This structure is passive and compliant. It is composed, as represented
in Fig. 1, of two rigid bars of length L13 and L24, linking respectively nodes A1 and
A3 and nodes A2 and A4. Linear springs are generally considered as tensile elements
in TM [29, 14, 4, 9]. For sake of analysis simplicity, these springs have been con-
sidered with zero free-length [2, 38]. However, in practical implementations, springs
with zero free-length are difficult to integrate [31]. Linear springs with non-zero free
length are then selected as elastic elements. For sake of representation simplicity,
a symmetrical architecture with respect to the y axis is considered with prismatic
joints at nodes A1 and A4 and an attachment point at the origin of the base frame
(Fig.1). Because of these mounting conditions, two springs are located at the base.
To simplify notations, each side of the SC is then composed of two serially connected
springs, whose assembly creates an elastic element of stiffness K and free-length l0.
Each spring possesses a stiffness 2K and a free-length l0/2. A platform of centroid
g is connected to nodes A2 and A3 as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the remainder of the
paper, gravity is not considered and all joints are assumed to be frictionless.

2.2. Types of actuation
Tensegrity Mechanisms (TM) are obtained from the reference Snelson Cross (SC)

by adding actuation elements. We consider that these elements are of same type,
i.e. we do not mix for instance bar actuation and cable actuation. This will help us
to understand the impact of each actuation type.

First, it is possible to vary the length of the bars which are initially rigid. The
resulting TM is designated as a bar-actuated (BA) SC. Second, the free-length or
the stiffness of the springs can be modulated. The TM we obtain using these two
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Figure 1: Reference SC used to build the TMs.

types of actuation are designated respectively as Free-length-Actuated (FA) SC and
Stiffness-Actuated (SA) SC. Third, it is also possible to directly control the length of
the tensile elements. This can be achieved by replacing some springs by non-elastic
cables whose lengths are controlled. We designate accordingly the TM in such a case
as a Cable-Actuated (CA) SC. As a summary, four actuation types are considered
and corresponding TM are labelled in the following as BA, FA, SA and CA.

2.3. Number and position of actuators
A SC is compliant if at least one unconstrained Degree of Freedom (DoF) exists

in the mechanism. It was shown in [2] that a minimal number of two springs must
then be used in a compliant SC. In the case of CA, it implies that a maximum of
two cables can replace springs. This number of actuators is considered for all TM in
the following in order to obtain as many mobilities as possible and at the same time
to achieve a fair comparison of the proposed actuation types.

For BA, only one location of the actuators is possible as the SC only has two bars
that thus become actuated. Since the SC contains four tensile elements, six different
sets of positions for two actuators controlling tensile elements are possible. Taking
into account the mechanism symmetry, the analysis can be conducted considering
only four sets of actuator positions, which are represented in Table 1 and denoted
Mi, i ∈ [1, 4].

With three different actuation types (FA, SA, CA) to control the tensile elements,
it leads to twelve actuation modes. Finally, adding the actuation of BA, a total of
thirteen different actuation modes are considered. Each one of them is named and
listed in Table 1.
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Actuator
positions Actuation types

Designation Representation
Free-length-
actuated
(FA)

Stiffness-
actuated
(SA)

Cable-
actuated
(CA)

Bar-
actuated
(BA)

M1 FA1 SA1 CA1

M2 FA2 SA2 CA2

M3 FA3 SA3 CA3

M4 FA4 SA4 CA4

L13 and L24 BA

Table 1: The thirteen actuation modes with respect to the actuator positions and types. The
actuated SC are displayed with the actuated elements drawn in red and designated with a point
next to their representation (for CA, they are replaced by non-elastic cables).

3. Modeling

3.1. Tensegrity configuration
The platform of centroid g (Fig. 1) is the end-effector and its pose is noted x. The

TM being planar, x = [gT , ϕ]T with ϕ the orientation of the platform with respect
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to the base. The pose x can be expressed using the node coordinates

g =
A2 + A3

2
ϕ = arctan

(−−−→
A2A3

T~y
−−−→
A2A3

T~x

)
(1)

Thereby, the pose can be directly estimated from the node coordinates.
We denote q the vector of the actuated variables, designated as the joint coor-

dinates. TM are compliant so there exists some unconstrained coordinates that we
denote qu. The choice of these coordinates depends on the position of the actua-
tors. It will be highlighted in the following. A TM can then be fully described by
the vector of generalized coordinates qg = [qT ,qu

T ]T . A tensegrity configuration is
obtained when qg is solution of the following equations and conditions [9]

Φ(qg) = 0

∂U(qg)

∂qu

= 0

∂2U(qg)

∂qu
2

> 0

tt(qg) > 0

(2)

which expresses that the geometrical loop closure equations Φ(qg) are verified, all
tensions in the tensile elements tt(qg) are positive, and a stable equilibrium is ob-
tained. Equilibrium existence and stability are defined using the first and second
derivatives of the potential energy U(qg).

Modeling then consists in deriving the node coordinates and the potential energy.
It is performed for the TM associated to the thirteen actuation modes in two phases.
The first one is dedicated to the modeling of BA, FA and SA, and the second one to
the modeling of CA.

3.2. Modeling of BA, FA and SA
When BA, FA or SA are considered, the TM includes four springs (Fig. 1). The

SC then presents three unconstrained DoF according to [2, 6], implying that qu ∈ R3.
The angles θ1, θ2 and θ3 define the orientations of the two bars and one spring as
displayed in Fig. 1. Therefore qu = [θ1, θ2, θ3]

T . Using geometrical considerations
in triangles AiAjAk, {i, j, k} ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4], i 6= j 6= k and the loop closure equations
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Mode q Mode q Mode q Mode q
FA1 [l012, l034]

T FA2 [l014, l023]
T FA3 [l014, l012]

T FA4 [l012, l023]
T

SA1 [K12, K34]
T SA2 [K14, K23]

T SA3 [K14, K12]
T SA4 [K12, K23]

T

BA [L13, L24]
T

Table 2: Joint coordinates q of each TM, defined in Tab. 1.

Φ(qg), the nodes coordinates can be written as

A1 =

[
−L14

2
0

]T
A4 = −A1

A2 = A1 + L12

[
cos(θ3) sin(θ3)

]T
A3 = A1 + L13

[
cos(θ1) sin(θ1)

]T (3)

with
L12 = L24

sin(θ2)

sin(θ3)
L14 = L12 cos(θ3)− L24 cos(θ2)

(4)

In (3) and (4), Lij is the distance between nodes Ai and Aj. Assembly limits are
defined by θi ∈ [0, π], i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The potential energy U(qg) is stored in the
springs. It can hence be written as

U(qg) =
1

2

[
K12(L12 − l012)2 +K23(L23 − l023)2

+K34(L34 − l034)2 +K14(L14 − l014)2
] (5)

with Kij and l0ij respectively the stiffness and the free-length of the spring attached
between nodes Ai and Aj. The set of joint coordinates q depends on the actuation
mode. The different expressions are provided in Table 2.

3.3. Modeling of CA
For a Cable-Actuated Snelson cross (CA), two springs out of four are replaced

by non-elastic cables (Fig. 2) thus generating four possible set-ups. The joint coor-
dinates q = [ρ1, ρ2]

T are represented in Fig. 2. The mechanisms present only one
unconstrained DoF [2, 6] which preserves compliance. Thus, qu ∈ R. The selected
coordinate depends on the position of actuated cables, as reported in Table 3 which
also contains the derived models. The rotation matrix Rθi is

Rθi =

[
cos(θi) − sin(θi)
sin(θi) cos(θi)

]
(6)
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TM CA1 CA2

qu L14 L12

q ρ1 = L12, ρ2 = L34 ρ1 = L14, ρ2 = L23

Φ(qg)

cos(θ1) =
L2
13 + q2u − ρ22
2L13qu

cos(θ2) =
ρ21 − L2

24 − q2u
2L24qu

A1 =
[
−qu

2
0
]T

A4 = −A1

A2 = A4 + Rθ2

[
L24 0

]T
A3 = A1 + Rθ1

[
L13 0

]T

cos(θ1) =
ρ21 + q2u − L2

24

2quρ1

cos(θ4) =
ρ22 + q2u − L2

13

2ρ2qu

A1 =
[
−ρ1

2
0
]T

A4 = −A1

A2 = A1 + Rθ1

[
qu 0

]T
A3 = A2 + Rθ1Rθ4

[
−ρ2 0

]T
U(qg)

1

2
[K23(L23 − l023)2

+K14(qu − l014)2]

1

2
[K12(qu − l012)2

+K34(L34 − l034)2]

TM CA3 CA4
qu θ1 L14

q ρ1 = L14, ρ2 = L12 ρ1 = L12, ρ2 = L23

Φ(qg)

cos(θ3) =
ρ21 + ρ22 − L2

24

2ρ1ρ2

A1 =
[
−ρ1

2
0
]T

A4 = −A1

A2 = A1 + Rθ3

[
ρ2 0

]T
A3 = A1 + Rqu

[
L13 0

]T

cos(θ3) =
q2u + ρ21 − L2

24

2quρ1

cos(θ4) =
ρ21 + ρ22 − L2

13

2ρ1ρ2

A1 =
[
−qu

2
0
]T

A4 = −A1

A2 = A1 + Rθ3

[
ρ1 0

]T
A3 = A2 + Rθ3Rθ4

[
−ρ2 0

]T
U(qg)

1

2
[K23(L23 − l023)2

+K34(L34 − l034)2]

1

2
[K34(L34 − l034)2

+K14(qu − l014)2]

Table 3: Modeling of Cable-Actuated Snelson cross (CA) depending on the cable locations (see
Fig. 2)
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Figure 2: Cable-actuated SC with actuators in red a) CA1, b) CA2, c) CA3 and d) CA4

3.4. Computation of the tensegrity configuration
In [4, 38], tensegrity configurations have been analytically determined for SC with

zero free-length springs. When non-zero free-length springs are considered, numerical
analysis is considered [6, 9]. Here, TM possess up to four springs with non-zero free-
lengths. No analytic solution can then be derived to the authors’ knowledge. A
numerical approach is then chosen to determine configurations.

A tensegrity configuration is computed for a given set of joint coordinates q.
The expression of the potential energy U(qg) derived in (5) and Tab. 3 is obtained
taking into account the loop closure equations. It is thus not needed to verify these
constraints explicitly. Rather than using constrained optimization methods [9] which
would lead to large computation times, we follow a 4-step sequential approach:

1. Zero of the first derivative of U(qg) with respect to qu is computed.
2. The mechanical stability of the obtained configuration is verified by computing

the second derivative of U(qg) with respect to qu and checking it is a positive
definite matrix.

3. The internal forces are computed and the tensions of the tensile elements are
verified.
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4. The conditions θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4 ∈ [0, π] and A1x < A4x are finally verified to respect
assembly limits and avoid mirrored configurations with respect to the x axis
and the y axis respectively.

The internal forces are computed using static equilibrium equations at the nodes
of the TM. For sake of clarity, the dependence of static equations to the coordi-
nates qg is omitted in the following. With An and Ae the equilibrium matrices
usually used to describe a tensegrity [2] and which depend on the pose of the me-
chanical elements, the norms of the internal forces tn and te for the non-elastic and
elastic elements respectively are linked by equation (7).

Antn + Aete = 0 (7)

After step 2, the node coordinates are known. Then, the pose of the mechanical
elements is known and thus, An and Ae can be computed. The length of the elastic
elements can also be determined and knowing their mechanical parameters, te is
computed. Therefore, all terms in (7) are known except tn. The forces in the bars
and cables can then be computed as

tn = −An
−1(Aete) (8)

To compute the internal forces of all proposed SC, five different sets of static equilib-
rium equations are considered; one for each cable-actuated SC and one for SCs with
four springs. Their expressions are given in AppendixB.

4. Performance criteria

To evaluate the behavior of TM, standard criteria such as the workspace are de-
fined as well as specific information for these self-stressed structures such as potential
energy and internal forces.

4.1. End-effector workspace
It is well known that TM can present multiple stable configurations [35] for a

given set of joint variables q. Their determination was for instance considered in [6].
However, these configurations may not be reachable without the use of an external
load. We then prefer to consider the end-effector workspace as the set of all the poses
than can be reached from an initial state by integration of infinitesimal variations of
q. The selection of q is here carried out using a consistent approach which follows
the proposed algorithm in AppendixC.
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When a mechanism is assessed considering only one actuation mode, the end-
effector workspace is usually determined for given ranges of joint variables. These
ranges can be selected either with respect to a given application [9] or by determining
them from the assembly limits [4]. In our situation, we wish to compare different
actuation modes. They can be of different physical nature, with modification of
spring stiffness or cable length for instance. Having a fair comparison is then not
straightforward and it would not make sense to use the same numerical values to
bound variables of different physical meanings. Moreover, the behavior of TM is
intrinsically linked to the motion of their tensile elements which have a maximum
elongation to prevent failure. Our proposition is then to set ranges as limits in the
elongation of these elements, and keep their variations identical between the different
actuation modes. In other words, we define the joint workspace as all values of q
ensuring that the elongation de of a spring remains between some minimal and maxi-
mal elongations, denoted respectively as δemin

and δemax . The end-effector workspace
We is then defined as below, with n the number of springs in the mechanism and
i ∈ [1, n].

We =


x(qg) |

Φ(qg) = 0

∂U(qg)

∂qu

= 0

∂2U(qg)

∂qu
2

> 0

tt(qg) > 0

δemin
≤ dei(qg) ≤ δemax


(9)

4.2. Manipulability
The ability of a mechanism to generate velocities varies throughout its workspace.

The knowledge of these variations is critical for the evaluation of a mechanism and
its control. In particular, the presence of singularities, where velocities cannot be
generated along some directions, must be identified. In our context, only two DoF of
the end-effector can be independently controlled and the last one corresponds to the
mechanism compliance. To compute the ability to generate velocities, we therefore
consider controlled translations ġ = ~v and compliant rotation ϕ̇. With q̇ = [ρ̇1, ρ̇2]

T ,
the actuators velocities, the controlled translations are written as

~v = Jdq̇ (10)

with Jd =
∂g

∂q
the 2× 2 kinematic Jacobian.
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Multiple indices as the conditioning number of Jd or the manipulability can be
used for this analysis. Here, we desire a global criterion to represent the mechanism
capabilities and also the distance to a singular configuration. We then choose the
manipulability measure µ, as computed in [40, 26, 28]. It is computed for each x in
the end-effector workspace with the following expression.

µ =

√
det(JdJd

T ) (11)

A usual drawback of the manipulability measure is that it can give inapplicable
interpretations if a dimensonally non-homogeneous Jacobian matrix is obtained [26].
It is however not the case here as only translation velocities are considered. For a
stiffness actuated SC, ∂q represents a stiffness variation. For the other SCs, it rep-
resents a length variation of a bar, a spring free-length or a cable length. When
comparing the manipulability values, special care must then be taken as order of
magnitudes may differ between a SA and the other SCs. Finally, when specific ma-
nipulability maps are encountered, the singular values of Jd can be computed to
better understand the behavior of the mechanism along each direction x and y.

4.3. Level of potential energy
Tensegrity Mechanisms (TM) are self-stressed mechanisms and therefore present

a non-zero potential energy at rest. This potential energy may be desired minimal
to lower the energy needed to perform motions, which is also in favor of safety if
interactions with humans are expected. Conversely, high potential energy can be of
interest if it is used to carry out a task such as TM initial deployment, as described
in [24], or when bursts of energy are needed [20]. The evaluation of potential energy
stored in a TM is then of interest in our assessment. The potential energy is stored
in the springs for the TM under study. Its expression was formulated for all TM in
Section 3 and its value is computed for each pose x in the end-effector workspace.

4.4. Internal forces
The self-stress property of TM also means that an equilibrium configuration is

obtained thanks to non-zero internal forces. These forces have an impact on the TM
design as the TM elements must be sized accordingly. Analysis of the internal forces
is then critical from a design point of view. Three kinds of elements are used in
the proposed TM: bars, springs and cables. Here we consider that all elements of a
same kind have a same maximal sustainable force and we then propose to analyze
the maximal force applied to all elements of a same type in a given TM.

Then, the maximal values of forces Fb, Fs and Fc applied respectively to the bars,
springs and cables are determined for each pose x in the end-effector workspace using
the method exposed in Section 3.4.
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5. Results and discussion

In this section, the methods implemented for the computation of the results and
the generation of the maps are firstly given. Second, in order to help the design
of complex tensegrity mechanisms based on Snelson crosses, results of interest are
discussed. Rather than trying to comment all the obtained information, which would
be at some point dependent on the task under consideration, the most significant
results are outlined and listed. The reader may then refer to the performance of
interest to get information on adequate designs.

5.1. Generation of performance maps
In the chosen numerical implementation, the expression of U(qg), its first and

second derivatives were derived analytically with the Symbolic Math ToolboxTM.
The obtained expressions are displayed in [12].

To compute the zero of the first derivative of U(qg), i.e. Step 1 in Section 3.4,
an iterative minimization method is chosen. A Newton-Raphson algorithm is used
for its ease of implementation, although other numerical methods might be used as
well. If the chosen numerical method does not converge, the configuration would
be considered as not valid. Non-convergence was observed only on isolated cases,
that were outside the workspace boundaries. The Jacobian matrix involved in the
Newton-Raphson algorithm is denoted Ju, with the term Juij on the i-th row and
j-th column expressed as

Juij =
∂2U(qg)

∂qui∂quj
(12)

The Newton-Raphson algorithm requires an initial guess which is the solution of (2).
We use the square-shaped configuration of the SC obtained when both bars have the
same length L, springs of identical properties and length of tensile elements is L/

√
2.

To compute the manipulability presented in Section 4.2, the kinematic Jacobian
Jd must be determined. Here, it is computed numerically using a centered finite
differences method.

The performance criteria are computed for each set of joint coordinates of the
thirteen mechanisms. The algorithm presented in AppendixC is used to determine all
reachable configurations as defined in Section 4.1. Different sets of joint coordinates
can correspond to a same tensegrity configuration [10]. The performances are thus
displayed in both operational and joint workspaces. Moreover, to ease the under-
standing of manipulability maps of SA, a logarithmic scale is used.

A bar length of 100 mm is chosen. A spring free-length l0 of 50 mm is selected and
boundaries on the elastic length of the springs δemin

= 5 mm and δemax = l0 are used
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to ensure that the initial square-shaped configuration is a tensegrity configuration.
The spring stiffness is chosen equal to 20 N/m.

All the computed performance maps are tabulated and available in the enclosed
pdf file to this paper. The dataset used to display these maps is available in [12].

To help the analysis of the performance maps, several tensegrity configurations
are displayed on top of the maps with the bars in solid lines, the actuated tensile
elements in dotted lines and the passive ones in dashed lines, the nodes with point-
shaped markers and the point g with a diamond-shaped marker.

5.2. Kinematic behavior
Three specific motions can be identified from the observation of the end-effector

workspaces. The first one is illustrated in Fig. 3 for BA where the end-effector
remains parallel to the base of the SC in its whole workspace. This is of interest
to get position modulation of the end-effector. The second motion is obtained when
tensile elements are actuated in M2 configuration (See Table 1 for Mi definition). A
1-D translation is obtained as illustrated in Fig. 4. The mechanism offers a behavior
equivalent to a linear actuator. Finally, large reconfiguration in orientation of the
end-effector are observed with M1, M3 and M4. In particular M1 offers the largest
angular range (Fig. 5) with positive or negative orientations compared to M3 and
M4 where the workspace asymmetry is very clear (Fig. 6).

Figure 3: End-effector workspace obtained for BA.
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Figure 5: End-effector workspace obtained for FA1.

Figure 6: End-effector workspace obtained for FA3.

Figure 4: End-effector workspace obtained for CA2.

These observations show that the end-effector motions strongly depend on the
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Actuator
position

Actuator
stroke

End-effector
stroke

FA
(mm)

SA
(N/m)

CA
(mm) Unit FA SA CA

M1 150 103 192 (◦) 340 74 342
M2 150 103 192 (mm) 94 28 92

M3 & M4 106 333 107 (◦) 85 66 107

Table 4: Actuator and end-effector strokes obtained for each TM.

position of the actuators. However, for the second and the third highlighted situa-
tions, the range of motion is also a function of the type of actuation. To evaluate
these motion ranges we define as the end-effector stroke the maximum translation
range for M2, and the maximum angular range for M1, M3 and M4. The evaluation
of these indicators is reported in Table 4 with the joint strokes. It appears clearly
that FA and CA are best suited for large range of motions. However, FA possesses
a better ratio between actuator stroke and end-effector stroke. In other words, it is
the best solution if the largest motion for a given actuator stroke is searched for.

The results with SA need to be considered with special attention as manipulability
presents large variations. As shown in Fig. 7, large manipulability values are obtained
when a SA is deployed. On the opposite, very low manipulability is obtained when it
is folded. The variations are substantial so that a logarithmic scale is needed to reflect
the variations. This means that large variations of the joint coordinates will generate
a small motion where the manipulability is low. Figure 8 illustrates this behavior
by displaying the maximum actuator position needed to reach a given configuration
over the workspace of SA1. It shows that only 50% of the actuator stroke including
the minimal joint coordinate is needed to reach more than 90% of the motion range
with the full actuator stroke. When considering stiffness-actuated mechanisms, the
strokes must be carefully chosen as an increase of the actuated spring stiffness may
not lead to a substantial increase of the workspace.
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Figure 7: Manipulability obtained for SA1.

Figure 8: Maximum actuator position needed for each configuration of the workspace for SA1

Further analysis of the manipulability variations also leads to notice interesting
results as the ones obtained for BA. For this mechanism, a constant manipulability of
0.5 is obtained in the whole workspace (Fig. 9). The singular values of the kinematic
Jacobian matrix are computed and have values of 1 (resp. 0.5) along direction x
(resp. y). It means that for constant actuator velocities the speed of the end-effector
do not fluctuate which may be convenient for control and controller synthesis.
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SC FA1 FA3 FA4 CA1 CA3 CA4
µ 0.23 0.14 0.15 0.32 0.38 0.34

µmax 0.28 0.34 0.30 0.76 2.74 0.73

Table 5: Average and maximal manipulability for the FA and CA. M2 not considered as µ ≈ 0.

Figure 9: Manipulability obtained for BA.

M2 having only 1-DoF with a translation motion along y, velocities can not
be generated along x. Therefore, the manipulability should be null in the whole
workspace. Some very small values of µ can be noticed on the maps due to rounding
errors with the conducted numerical analysis.

Finally, FA and CA are similar mechanisms in terms of workspace and actua-
tion as in practical implementations the free-length control is usually carried out by
adjusting the length of a cable. However, as shown in Table 5 the manipulability is
significantly different with larger average and maximum values for CA. In a same way,
maps indicate that M3 and M4 have close performances in terms of workspace. How-
ever, manipulability variations are different especially for free-length actuated SCs
where high value of manipulability is not located in the same area of the workspace,
as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. During the design, the obtained manipulability can
then be a determining factor to select the best suited actuation mode.
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Figure 10: Manipulability obtained for FA3.

Figure 11: Manipulability obtained for FA4.

5.3. Potential energy optimization
5.3.1. Potential energy minimization

To minimize the energy needed to perform a task, or to ensure safe interactions, it
is of interest to minimize the potential energy. As a synthesis of the map representing
the potential energy, the average value in the whole workspace is computed for each
TM. The values are reported in Table 6. M1 and M2 possess the same average
potential energy, as they can be considered as similar mechanisms after a 90◦ rotation.
The same observation can be done for M3 and M4. The results show that the bar-
actuated SC has the highest potential energy. For M1 and M2, the free-length
actuated SC presents the lowest average potential energy while the cable-actuated
one presents the minimal energy for M3 and M4. However, for M1 and M2 the
maximum potential energies within the workspace are similar for FA and CA with
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Actuator
position FA SA CA BA

M1 & M2 38.3 41.4 51.2
M3 & M4 38.0 69.5 18.7
L13 and L24 88.8

Table 6: Average potential energy in mJ obtained for each TM. In green the minimal row value.

respectively 99 and 100 mJ, whereas the maximal ones for M3 and M4 are of 145 mJ
for FA and 94 mJ for CA. In conclusion, FA and CA are the best suited mechanisms
for potential energy minimization. Choosing between FA and CA depends on the
needs, i.e. if it is more relevant to minimize the average energy or the highest value
of energy.

5.3.2. Potential energy maximization
Potential energy maximization is desired if a TM is to be deployed without effort.

Actuation is then used to fold the mechanism before the self-deployment. M1 is
interesting as the highest levels of energies are obtained when the TM is folded, as
illustrated in Fig. 12. Conversely, high levels of potential energy are reached for BA
and M2 when the TM is already deployed as shown in Fig. 13. Similarly, M3 and
M4 do not have a high potential energy when folded but for a deployed configuration
with positive orientation depicted in black in Fig. 14. Thus, BA, M2, M3 and M4
mechanisms are not the best-suited solutions for self-deployment.

During deployment, the end-effector of TM will follow the direction defined by the
maximum gradient of potential energy. It is interesting to note that such direction
depends on the TM selection and its initial configuration. For instance, the use of the
configurations displayed in Fig. 12 will lead to a vertical motion, while the ones in
Fig. 14 will mainly cause a rotation. A wide range of paths can also be obtained with
the same mechanism. For instance, linear motions with different directions can be
obtained with the BA in Fig. 12 by changing the configuration before release, i.e. the
one represented in black. Such behavior is here analysed with quasi-static hypothe-
ses. The impact of dynamics would then need to be included for further analysis.
Finally, BA possesses the highest average potential energy with 88.8 mJ making it
the most interesting mechanism amongst the ones proposed for large energy releases.
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Figure 12: Potential energy of FA1 with the high energy configuration in black (horizontal one)
and the low one in blue (vertical one)

.

Figure 13: Potential energy of the bar-actuated SC with the high energy configuration in black
(large SC) and the low one in blue (small SC).
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Figure 14: Potential energy of FA3 with the high energy configuration in black (SC tilted to the
left) and the low one in blue (SC tilted to the right).

5.4. Evolution of internal forces
For design purposes, minimal internal forces are usually looked for. In Table 7 the

average and maximal forces for each TM are summarized. Results show that even if
the average value over the workspace is low, high maximal forces can be encountered,
as observed for instance with CA3. The opposite behavior can also be identified: In
the case of SA1, the average forces are the highest among all TM for a given set of
actuator positions, but the maximal forces are the lowest. These observations can be
explained by the high forces required to reach some specific areas of the workspace
as illustrated for CA3 in Fig. 15, with in black the corresponding configuration.
These cases do not correspond to quasi-singular configurations or assembly limits,
but to configurations where the springs elongations are the largest. This shows the
importance of a specific study of internal forces during the synthesis of a TM, as
areas involving high internal forces can be easily avoided.
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Considered
TM Fb Fs Fc Fbmax Fsmax Fcmax

BA 0.81 0.62 1.99 1.00
FA1 & FA2 0.56 0.39 0.99 0.99
SA1 & SA2 0.69 0.49 0.80 0.67
CA1 & CA2 0.78 0.67 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.88
FA3 & FA4 0.56 0.39 1.24 0.99
SA3 & SA4 1.27 0.92 1.99 1.69
CA3 & CA4 0.57 0.37 0.43 3.28 1.00 2.92

Table 7: Average and maximal internal forces in the workspace of each TM. Values in N.

Figure 15: Maximal forces in the bars of CA3. In black and in red the configurations with the
highest and the lowest internal forces in the bars.

For the M1 mechanisms, the computed maps indicate that the low internal forces
are obtained when the structure is deployed. Moreover, the largest end-effector stroke
defined in Section 5.2 is obtained when the tensegrity is in these configurations. It
means that the motion capabilities of these tensegrities can be exploited while mini-
mizing the internal forces. For M3 and M4, the same comments are valid but only for
the rotational motion. On the other hand BA requires high internal forces to be able
to reach deployed configurations. Therefore, depending on the desired maximal inter-
nal forces, the choice of actuation mode helps optimizing the obtained end-effector
stroke.

Moreover, to design a structural element, the maximal compression or traction
force is usually considered. From Table 7, we can see that the maximal force in the
springs is lower or equal to the forces in the cables or the bars. This is convenient as
it is easier to design bars and cables than springs with high maximal force.
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Finally, bars have a high mass compared to the ones of the springs and the cables.
To design a lightweight device it is then interesting to reduce their cross-section and
thus reduce the compression forces. In Table 7, we can observe that the maximal
forces in the bars are lower when exploiting M1 than M3 or M4. In addition to the
larger workspace, M1 is then also more interesting than M3 or M4 to achieve rotation
motions while minimizing the mass of the TM.

6. Building blocks

Mechanisms are often designed to achieve a motion which is task-specific. There-
fore, the kinematics of the system are usually the first and most desired property.
From the previous results, TM with specific motions can interestingly be identified
in order to create building blocks, to be used as the equivalent of conventional joints.
Such a building block approach was indeed shown to be of interest in the design
of conventional robots or compliant mechanisms [16]. Mechanisms exclusively com-
posed of TM or with hybrid architectures combining TM and conventional joints [13]
can be elaborated using existing kinematic schemes. Thus, the design of the mech-
anism can be carried out starting from desired motions. Three building blocks are
identified for that based on their kinematics and proposed in Table 8. Block designa-
tion, reference TM designation and representation of the TM architecture provided.
For all of them, the stiffness can be tuned by design, with the choice of the springs
or by control of elastic elements.

The first block is the prismatic SC. It carries out a 1-DoF motion, so it is equiv-
alent to a prismatic joint along y axis. Its implementation was considered with
actuators on top and bottom sides. A simplified implementation is also possible
with only one of the two actuators. The range of motion is then reduced.

The second block is the XY SC. It is equivalent to a XY table, i.e. two serially-
connected perpendicular prismatic joints. With such a TM, position control in the
plane is possible with a constant orientation of the end-effector. Thanks to the use
of two actuators, both position coordinates can be independently controlled.

The third block is the 2-DoF planar SC. It allows planar motions of the end-
effector with two independent possible motions. Among possible TM, M1 was iden-
tified as the one with the most interesting workspace and internal forces. It can be
used to set the orientation ϕ of the end-effector, and at the same time to set the po-
sition along the x direction, or the y direction, or along a prescribed path defined as
a combination of x and y coordinates. These motions are obtained by control of the
two actuators, with the possibility to get a wide choice of motions, from a rotation
along a circle of adjustable radius to a translation along one direction combined with
orientation modification.
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Block
designation

Considered
TM

TM
architecture

Prismatic SC M2

x

y

XY SC BA

x

y

2-DoF Planar SC M1

ϕ

x

y

Table 8: Proposed building blocks and their representation. In blue the actuated elements in each
TM and in green the end-effector.

The results observed in Section 5 about the potential energy, the manipulability
and the internal forces can then be exploited to choose the actuator type and the
actuator strokes, which are best suited for the desired task. For the Prismatic SC
and the 2-DoF Planar SC, the main results from Section 5 that can be exploited
for the choice of the actuator type are tabulated in Table 9. These comparisons are
elaborated considering the achievable performances in the whole workspace of each
SC. They must then be used carefully if the design is achieved for a specific range of
end-effector pose.

These building blocks can now be assembled to design new mechanisms. Their
specific kinematic behaviors allow to aim for a systematic design method of tensegrity-
based compliant manipulators, in analogy with the design of rigid conventional
robots.
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Performance index Comparison
Workspace size CA > FA > SA

End-effector stroke CA ≈ FA > SA
Ratio between end-effector stroke and actuator stroke FA > CA (SA NC)

Manipulability (2-DoF planar SC) CA > FA (SA NC)
Average potential energy CA > FA ≈ SA
Maximal force in the bars FA ≈ CA > SA

Maximal force in the springs FA ≈ CA > SA

Table 9: Conclusions for the choice of actuator type of the Prismatic SC and the 2-DoF Planar SC.
The operator A > B designate higher values of the mechanism A compared to mechanism B in its
whole workspace for the performance index considered in the table row. NC means Not Compared
due to different physical quantities.

7. Conclusions and perspectives

In this paper, the influence of actuation modes on SC was assessed. Performance
criteria were firstly proposed to characterize the behavior of TM. A numerical study
of the thirteen different mechanisms obtained using four distinct actuation types
was then carried out. One perspective of this work would be to determine the most
adequate method for this kind of numerical analysis, given the specific formulation
of the equilibrium determination.

The performance criteria were computed for each actuation mode to generate
performance maps helping comparing the mechanisms. These maps showed that
actuation type and position can widely change the behavior of a SC and also lead
to interesting properties. The most interesting results were extracted and building
blocks were identified to be used in SC assemblies in analogy with conventional robot
design. Thanks to the wide variety of behaviors obtained with a simple TM, this
paper shows the complexity and large possibilities of tensegrity-based robots. Other
behaviors could probably be obtained if hybrid actuation or non identical passive
elements are considered. This constitutes the second perspective of this work.

The approach we developed for the SC could also be applied to other tensegrity
structures, either planar or also with spatial arrangements. This would help to
enlarge the library of TM of interest as robot components, and thus the possibilities
in the design of tensegrity-based robots.
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AppendixA. Notations

Symbol Designation
Ae Equilibrium matrix of elastic elements
An Equilibrium matrix of non-elastic elements
Ai i-th node

δemin
, δemax Boundary values of spring elongation
dei Elongation of the i-th spring

Fb, Fs, Fc Internal forces respectively in bars, springs and cables
g = [Gx, Gy]

T Position of the end-effector centroid
ġ = ~v Velocities of the end-effector centroid

Jd Kinematic Jacobian matrix
Ju Jacobian matrix associated to the Newton-Raphson method
Kij Stiffness of the spring attached to nodes Ai and Aj
Lij Distance between nodes Ai and Aj
l0ij Free-length of the spring attached to nodes Ai and Aj
µ Manipulability
n Number of springs in the mechanism
ϕ Orientation of the end-effector
ϕ̇ Angular velocity of the end-effector
Φ Loop closure equations
q Joint coordinates
q̇ Joint velocities
qg Generalized coordinates
qu Unconstrained coordinates
R Rotation matrix
θi Orientation of structural elements
te Tensions in elastic elements
tn Forces in non-elastic elements
tt Tensions in tensile elements
U Potential energy
x Pose of the end-effector

We End-effector workspace

Table A.10: List of symbols and their meanings
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Acronym Designation
BA Bar-Actuated Snelson cross
CA Cable-Actuated Snelson cross
FA Free-length-Actuated Snelson cross
SA Stiffness-Actuated Snelson cross
Mi i− th set of actuator position (see Table 1)
CAi Cable-Actuated Snelson cross with i-th set of actuator position
FAi Free-length-Actuated Snelson cross with i-th set of actuator position
SAi Stiffness-Actuated Snelson cross with i-th set of actuator position
DoF Degree of Freedom
TM Tensegrity Mechanism
SC Snelson Cross
SMA Shape Memory Alloy

Table A.11: List of acronyms and their meanings
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AppendixB. Derivation of internal forces

When four springs are used as tensile elements, the unknowns are the compres-
sion forces in the bars denoted Fb13 and Fb24. The tension Fsij of the spring attached
to nodes Ai and Aj is computed using the node positions. The vector eij is a unit
vector giving the direction of the element attached to nodes Ai and Aj. The following
expressions are determined by expressing the static equilibrium at nodes A2 or A3

along x axis.

[
e42x 0
0 e13x

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

An

[
Fb13
Fb24

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

tn

+

[
e21x 0 e23x
0 e34x e32x

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ae

Fs12Fs34
Fs23


︸ ︷︷ ︸

te

= 0 (B.1)

For the cable-actuated SCs, there are four unknowns, the compression forces in
the bars and the tensions in the cables, with Fcij the tension in the cable attached
to nodes Ai and Aj. The expressions are tabulated in Table B.12.

SC Nodes An tn Ae te

CA1 A2

A3

[
e21 02×1 02×1 e42

02×1 e34 e13 02×1

] [
Fc12 Fc34 Fb13 Fb24

]T [
e23

e32

]
Fs23

CA2 A1

A2

[
e14 02×1 e31 02×1

02×1 e23 02×1 e42

] [
Fc14 Fc23 Fb13 Fb24

]T [
e12

e21

]
Fs12

CA3 A1

A2

[
e12 e14 e31 02×1

e21 02×1 02×1 e42

] [
Fc12 Fc14 Fb13 Fb24

]T [
02×1

e23

]
Fs23

CA4 A2

A3

[
e21 e23 02×1 e42

02×1 e32 e13 02×1

] [
Fc12 Fc23 Fb13 Fb24

]T [
02×1

e34

]
Fs34

Table B.12: Considered SC, nodes considered for static equilibrium expression, matrices and vectors
used for the computation of internal forces.
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AppendixC. Computation of performance maps

Algorithm 1 Computation of performance maps
1: endOfWorkspace := false
2: configurationFound := false
3: stateρ1 := decrease
4: stateρ2 := decrease
5: qg := qg0 . qg0 the generalized coordinates of a given square-shaped SC
6: while endOfWorkspace = false do
7: . Find equilibrium position using non-linear minimization algorithm

8: qg := solve

(
Φ(qg) = 0,

∂U(qg)

∂qu

= 0

)
9: . Check the tensegrity configuration and the assembly limits

10: if
∂2U(qg)

∂qu
2

> 0 & te(qg) > 0 & {θ1, θ2, θ3} ∈ [0, π] & A1x < A4x then

11: save qg . Configuration in the workspace
12: configurationFound := true
13: [ρ1, stateρ1 ] := Modify(ρ1, stateρ1)
14: else . Workspace boundary reached
15: if configurationFound = false then
16: endOfWorkspace := true
17: else
18: configurationFound := false
19: stateρ1 := decrease
20: ρ1 := ρ10 . Reset first actuator position with ρ10 ∈ qg0

21: [ρ2, stateρ2 ] := Modify(ρ2, stateρ2)
22: end if
23: end if
24: end while
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1: function Modify(ρi , stateρi)
2: if stateρi = decrease then
3: Decrease ρi
4: if ρi < limitρi then
5: stateρi := increase
6: end if
7: else
8: Increase ρi
9: end if
10: return [ρi, stateρi ]
11: end function
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